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Company Profile
Makewave at a glimpse
Makewave is at the forefront of new and evolving markets, where innovative
solutions for a wide variety of industries such as automotive, enterprise, industrial, residential and telecom all blend together into one - what we call ubiquitous services.
Makewave - with the flagship product Knopflerfish Pro - is
a leading provider of ubiquitous systems and solutions, as
well as OSGi based platform technology, leading expertise in distributed systems design, java technology and
embedded systems. We believe that our comprehensive
technology and industry expertise, gained through years of
experience, and our nature as an Open Source community
contributor is what sets us apart from the competition;

Makewave Ubility

Product Portfolio
We

have

three

strong

products

in

this

portfolio:

Knopflerfish Pro – OSGi framework implementation
Ubicore – Remote management system
Lime - Software License management system
Knopflerfish Pro can be used in any network device or
solution, Ubicore manage Knopflerfish Pro out on the
field and Lime takes care of all license management.

Consulting Portfolio

When trying to abbreviate our skills into a few words we found
ourselves struggling - no words could accurately enough
describe our comprehensive versatility, flexibility and expertise. So, what do you do when there are no roads? You pave
them. At Makewave, we are used to leading the way, and
were not hindered by a simple lack of vocabulary. Much like
when we revolutionize, refine or invent new software architecture, we turned these skills into inventing our own word
describing just what sets our consultancy services apart. We
invented ‘ubility’ and it basically means that since we have a
proven track-record of successful operations within all of the
mentioned industries we are your perfect choice whether
you need consulting and support or first-rate middleware.

We believe in sharing
Being a strong believer in open systems, open standards and
open source, Makewave is working actively within the OSGi
Alliance, participates in standardization projects, and offers
an open source certified OSGi service platform - Knopflerfish.

What we do
Makewave is the versatile IT company whose organizational
structure is easiest described as divided into three separate,
but yet closely intertwined, segments - the Product Portfolio,
the Consulting Portfolio and the OpenSource Portfolio.

Our uniquely skilled consultants offer knowledge only gathered from working within the very core of OSGi and Java
development. We have chosen to divide this portfolio into
two main areas OSGi Expertise - which includes pure OSGi
consultancy, training and support - and Makewave Ubility;
i.e. our prime engineers offering professional services within
any field of the ubiquitous services industries (automotive,
enterprise, industrial, residential and telecommunications).

Open Source Portfolio
Since we always have loved the joy of giving, Makewave early
on understood the tremendous potential of a vibrant and
dedicated development community. By supporting, maintaining, contributing and endorsing various Open Source
projects, Makewave has quickly made a mark as one of the
industry’s more avid Open Source promoters - especially
considering our role as maintainer of the Knopflerfish organization and its globally appreciated platform standards.

Company Facts
Makewave is a Swedish IT-company located in
Gothenburg, with our roots originating in a joint venture between telecom giants Ericsson and renowned incubators Carlstedt Research & Technology. BMW, Ericsson,
Ricoh, Siemens and Volvo are among our references.

For more information, please contact info@makewave.com,
or visit http://www.makewave.com
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